
SPECIALTY WAVE APPLICATIONS FOR ZOOS & AQUARIUMS

• Create Realistic Aquatic Environments

• Improve Water Quality

• Provide Vital Support Functions

• Increase Efficiencies

• Dramatically Enhance Displasy & Exhibits

BRING YOUR AQUATIC 
DISPLAYS TO LIFE

Powered by WaveTek™



AUTHENTIC SEA LIFE EXHIBITS
Creating a realistic experience for your visitors is a primary concern when developing 
or modifying an exhibit.  Dolphins, penguins and other shore dwelling life require wave 
action to simulate their natural environment. The correct wave motion can improve 
water quality and increase the efficiency of the exhibit’s life systems.

SCALE MODELING AND TESTING

SPECIALTY WAVE FEATURES

Prior to actual equipment design and manufacture of a specialty wave system, ADG 
Wave Generation professionals build and test a working scale model of the exhibit.  
This hands-on approach clearly defines the specific equipment system requirements 
and assures the client that their desired effect can be created.

Adding waves to fountain displays is a great way to bring special attention to any 
setting, dramatically enhancing the overall entertainment value and attractiveness of a 
facility.  The Wave Generation specialists at ADG can retrofit an existing water feature 
or custom design a new attraction to meet your unique project needs.

CORAL REEF AND KELP ENVIRONMENTS
Exhibit design is as much about creating authentic surroundings as the species being 
displayed.  Beyond the aesthetic effect of realistic side-to-side movement of kelp strands, 
live coral requires continuous water flow to transport nutrients while carrying waste away.  
ADG Wave Generation systems perform a vital support function in this ecosystem.
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www.aquaticgroup.com/waves
1.518.783.0038

13 Green Mountain Drive 
Cohoes, NY 12047

DISCOVER THE ADG ADVANTAGE
Find out why more clients have relied on ADG’s WaveTekTM 

Wave Generation technology than any other system in the world.

THE LEADER IN WAVE GENERATION 
TECHNOLOGY. When you work with ADG, 
you are working with the undisputed leader 
in wave generation technology for more than 
50 years. ADG’s InDepth™ approach means 
our team is dedicated to helping you create 
the perfect aquatic exhibit that works for your 
facility. ADG’s water motion consultants assist 
owners and designers in bringing their aquatic 
displays to life.  From waves crashing on a rocky 
shoreline to gentle, continuous movement in 
kelp and sea life exhibits, ADG’s wave systems 
create realistic aquatic environments virtually 
anywhere.

EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER. Making 
your vision a reality and getting it right from the 
start, from conceptual renderings and planning 
to innovative product design and construction 
services, inspires the dedicated team at ADG. 
We are committed to delivering smart, bottom-
line strengthening products and solutions. 
No other company has the ability to offer the 
flexibility on project fulfillment and follow-
through, from concept to completion, like ADG.
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